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APPENDIX A 

Steps in the calculation of the agent model  

1.  specify all parameter values 

2.  initialise the variables for the calculation of the model 

3.  run main routine (420 times): 

3a. Step 1: calculate the preferred behavioural state (preferred proportion of 

Involvement over Autonomy) on the basis of the current values of the concerns 

3b. Step 2: determine the value of the behavioural weights, i.e. the weights as-

sociated with the behaviours Playing Alone and Playing Together respectively, on 

the basis of the current value of the corresponding drives 

3c. Step 3: add the influence of  the non-intentional principles of behaviour 

(Symmetry and Continuity) to the behavioural weights 

3d. Step 4 : calculate the value of the random factor for both types of behaviour, 

and add the random factor to the behavioural weights 

3e. Step 5 : select the behaviour on the basis of the highest value of the behav-

ioural weights 

3f. Step 6 : determine the level of the realised behavioural state (i.e. concern 

realisation) following the selected  behaviour, by means of the following subs-

teps : 

i.  update the memory to cover the new level of concern realisation  

ii.  determine the influence of the selected behaviour on the realisa-

tion of the concerns depending on the memory 

iii.  calculate the level of concern realisation on the basis of the me-

mory 

3g. Step 7: calculate the drive on the basis of the difference between the prefer-

red behavioural state (see step 1) and realised behavioural state 

3h. Step 8: calculate the emotion level on the basis of the drive 

3i. Step 9: calculate the emotional expression (positive, neutral, negative) on the 

basis of the emotion level 

3j. Step 10: calculate the influence of the emotional expression on the value of the 

concerns (i.e. preferred behavioural states) 

3k. Step 11 : return to Step 1 
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Notes. a The table is the numerical equivalent of Table 3.2.  

b The third input parameter group specifies the values of a sigmoid function that determines the 

probability of positive, neutral and negative expressions The parameters represent the function’s 

intercept, maximum and the position of the median value on the x-axis respectively 

Parameter values corresponding with settings of input parameters of children of different sociometric 

status 

Type of dyad

Status of child rejected average popular

Status of play partner average average average

1 Concerns I =.8; A = .2 I =.6; A = .4 I =.7; A = .3 I =.7; A = .3 I =.6; A = .4 I =.8; A = .2

2 Influence of behaviour I = .81 I = .99 I = .81 I = .81 I = .99 I = .81

on realisation of concerns A = .66 A = .54 A = .54 A = .54 A = .54 A = .66

3 Relation betweeen positive = .5/.45/.7 positive = .05/.45/.7 positive = .05/.45/.7 positive = .05/.45/.7 positive = .05/.45/.7 positive = .5/.45/.7

emotional appraisal negative =0/.4/.2 negative = .05/.45/.3 negative = .05/.45/.3 negative = .05/.45/.3 negative = .05/.45/.3 negative =0/.4/.2

and emotional expression

4 Influence of emotional positive = .1 positive = .06 positive = .06 positive = .06 positive = .06 positive = .1

expression to negative = -.1 negative = -.06 negative = -.06 negative = -.06 negative = -.06 negative = -.1

to preference of concerns

5 Non-intentional principles continuity = 0 continuity = 0 continuity = 0 continuity = 0 continuity = 0 continuity = 0

of behaviour symmetry = .4 symmetry = .05 symmetry = .2 symmetry = .2 symmetry = .05 symmetry = .4

Rejected dyad Average dyad Popular dyad




